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Savings came from typical 

“blocking and tackling” 

maintenance. We tuned 

burners, repaired furnace 

seals and balanced kilns for 

a significant savings. A new 

heat exchanger at one of our 

plants reduced natural gas 

costs by almost 5 percent.

The most significant energy savings National Gypsum realized in 2013 was the optimization of 
a cogeneration turbine at the Burlington, New Jersey, plant. The turbine, installed in late 2012 
and operated by Recycled Energy Development, provides electricity to the plant. Additionally, 
waste heat from the turbine is funneled to the plant’s board dryer, providing almost half of the 
equipment’s process heat. Using the turbine gives us a better drying profile, and the computers 
controlling the temperature can lower the heat by approximately 20 percent. After one year of 
operation, the turbine allowed us to reduce our carbon dioxide emissions by 12,000 tons. As a 
bonus, the plant had electricity after Hurricane Sandy devastated the area. This gives us an extra 
sense of security about the power supply.

Additional savings came from typical “blocking and tackling” maintenance. We tuned burners, 
repaired furnace seals and balanced kilns for a significant savings. A new heat exchanger at one 
of our plants reduced natural gas costs by almost 5 percent.

We have discovered little changes make a big difference in energy costs. We have worked to relamp 
our manufacturing facilities, and last year, we did the same at our headquarters. By changing just 
light fixtures, we will save thousands of kilowatts annually. Working with an energy consultant on 
the HVAC system for the 35-year-old building promises savings of 35 percent annually. We expect 
to raise our ENERGY STAR© Score to 67 and possibly generate another 20 percent in savings. 
We have explored Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification for the 
Charlotte office, built in 1978, and have achieved “All But Certified” documentation.

National Gypsum is chipping away at energy costs to support our commitment to sustainable 
green building policies and clean, efficient manufacturing.
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